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To all whom it may concern: 
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Be it known that I, JosepH. T. WILSON, a 
citizen of the United States, residing at 
Clayton, in the county of Gloucester and 
State of New Jersey, have invented certain 
new and useful Improvements in Tooth 
Brushes, of which the following is a specifi 
cation. 
My invention relates to tooth brushes and 

more particularly to that type wherein a 
brush element is detachably secured to a 
holder. 
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The main object of my invention is the 
provision, for use in connection with a brush 
element having an inherent resiliency, of a 
brush holder so constructed that the resili 
ency of said brush element is utilized to de 
tachably, hold it in position with respect to 
said holder. m 
Other objects will be apparent from the 

following specification and drawings, in 
which 
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Figure 1 is a perspective view of the tooth 
brush constructed in accordance with my 
invention; 

Fig. 2 is a 
element; 

Fig. 3 is a perspective view of the holder; 
Fig. 4 is a longitudinal section of the 

brush and holder; . 
Fig. 5 is a longitudinal section of the for 

Ward end of the holder and brush element; 
Fig. 6 is a transverse section on the line 

6-6 of Fig. 4; 
Fig. 7 is a perspective view of the rear end 

of the holder. m s 
Referring more particularly to the draw 

ing, in which like numerals represent simi 
lar parts, 1 indicates the brush holder, of 

perspective view of the brush 

any rigid material, and 2 the brush element. 
As shown the brush element is provided with 
a twisted wire member 3, which holds the 
bristles 4. The extremities of the member 3, 
as will be seen, project beyond the ends of 
the brush element 2, whereby attachment 
thereof to a holder is facilitated. As shown 
in Figs. 2 and 6, the outer surface of the 
bristles 4 presents an unbroken cylindrical 
contour, except on the lower face, where a 
portion of the bristles are cut out as at 4 for 
a purpose to be hereinafter described. 
The holder 1 comprises a handle portion 5 

preferably of trough like formation, for 
drainage purposes, and is provided with an 

: aperture 6, whereby the tooth brush may be 

- Suspended from a nail or other suitable de 
vice upon the wall. The forward portion of 
the holder is provided with a flat surface 7, 
having a transversely disposed upwardly ex 
tending projection or standard 8, said stand 
ard being formed integral with the holder. 
As shown, a longitudinally disposed nib 9 
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formed integral with the holder, extends 
forwardly and projects over said flat surface 
7, whereby an opening 10 is provided be 
tween the under surface of the nib and the 
flat surface 7, for a purpose to be presently 
described. 
The under surface of the nib 9 is provided 

with an opened bottom recess 11, Substan 
tially semi-circular in cross-section, into 
which one end of the brush element is adapt 
ed to seat and be held. At the forward ex 
tremity of the holder, an upwardly extend 
ing member 12 is formed. This member 12 
is made integral with said holder and is pro 
vided with a recess 13 adapted to seat the 
other end of the brush element. As clearly 
shown in Fig. 4, the plane of the top surface 
of the standard 8, is higher than the plane 
of the recesses 11 and 13, whereby, when the 
brush element is inserted in the holder, said 
element will be put under tension, whereby 
the ends 3-3 will be caused to firmly engage 
the upper walls of the seats 11 and 13, and 
thereby assist in holding the element in posi 
tion. 
In operation, when it is desired to attach 

the brush element in the holder, one of the 
projecting ends of the wire 3 is first inserted 
in the recess 13. This operation causes the 
brush element to assume the position shown 
in dotted lines in Fig. 4. The operator then 
presses the opposite extremity of the brush 
element downward and through the opening 
10 until it registers with the recess 11. This 
movement, owing to the fact that the plane 
of the top surface of the standard is higher 
than that of the recesses 11 and 13, causes 
the wire 3 to be flexed at the point of engage 
ment with said standard. It will be seen 
therefore, that on account of the inherent 
resiliency of said brush element, when the 
pressure is removed from said end, it will 
automatically seat itself in the recess 11, 
whereby the brush element will be securely 
held in the holder. 
As hereinbefore stated, the under surface 

of the brush element is cut out as at 4, and 
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when said brush element has been attached 110 
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to the holder as just described, the ends of 
the bristles thereof will engage along the 
edges of the holder at either side, and ef 
fectively prevent rotation of said brush ele 
ment with respect to said holder. 
From the foregoing description it will be 

seen that I have provided a tooth brush of 
very simple construction, and one in which 
the brush element when worn out, may be 
renewed from time. to time. On account of 
the particular construction of the brush ele 
ment, my invention is advantageous in that 
the said brush element may be removed and 
sterilized without any apparent deteriorat 
ing effect. The holder, which may be con 
structed of any rigid material, is preferably 
formed from aluminum or aluminoid, as I 
have found this material to be light, yet 
very strong and efficient for this purpose, 
and provides the user with a holder which 
is based on sanitary principles. The inven 
tion also provides a holder which is devoid 
of moving parts, the construction being of 
integral formation, so that the liability of 
breakage is reduced to a minimum. 
The fact that the holder is practically in 

destructible, enables the manufacturer to 
package and sell with each holder, a set of 
brush elements, say one-half dozen, which 
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may be easily and quickly renewed in the 
holder as the occasion demands. 

Modifications of this invention may be 
suggested to those skilled in the art, but I 
claim as my invention all such changes as 
fall clearly within the scope of the appended 
claims. 
What I claim as my invention and desire 

to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. A tooth brush comprising a holder 

having an elongated portion, and provided 
with a recess adjacent each end of said por 
tion, a resilient brush element extending 
longitudinally of said portion and having 
ends adapted to fit into said recesses, and a 
standard on said portion adapted for en 
gagement with said element whereby the 
ends of said element are detachably held in 
said recesses. 
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2. A tooth brush comprising a holder 
having a flat back, a resilient brush element, 
said holder being provided with projections 
on one side of the back having recesses for 
the reception of the ends of said element, 
and a standard formed on said holder inter 
mediate said projections, for retaining the 
central portion of said element in a plane 
above that of its ends, whereby the inherent 
resiliency of said element is utilized to de 
tachably hold it in position on said holder. 

3. In combination with a brush element, 
a holder for tooth brushes formed of a single 
piece of material, comprising a handle por 
tion, an elongated portion provided with 
recessed projections adapted for the recep 
tion of the ends of the brush element, and a 
standard intermediate said projections and 
adapted for engagement with said element, 
substantially as described. 

4. A toothbrush comprising a holder, a 
resilient brush element, a projection formed 
on said holder intermediate its ends and 
provided with a recess, a recessed projection 
formed on the extremity of said holder, and 
a standard formed on said holder interme 
diate said projections for retaining said 
brush element in flexed position with the 
elds thereof seated in said recesses. 

5. A toothbrush comprising a holder, a 
resilient brush element, said holder having 
a flat surface thereon, a longitudinally dis 
posed nib extending forward and projecting 
over said flat portion and provided with a 
recess, an upstanding member having a re 
cess thereinformed on the extremity of said 
holder, and a standard formed on said 
holder intermediate said nib and said up 
standing member adapted to hold said brush 
element, in flexed position whereby the 
brush element is detachably secured to said 
holder by its inherent resiliency. 

In testimony whereof I affix my signature 
in the presence of two witnesses. 

JOSEPH. T. WILSON. 
Witnesses: 

T. A. DowNs, 
FRANK. P. PoRCH. 
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